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SPECIAL TENTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION Your best vacation ever.Â It&apos;s easy to have with

the help of this award-winning full-color guidebook. Filled with the most detailed information ever

published about Walt Disney World, it combines a thorough description of everything Disney has to

offer with a cornucopia of advice and insight to help you enjoy it. In other words, it&apos;s a

handbook on how to have fun.  Critics agree. The Orlando Sentinel calls it "a fantastic planning

tool." The St. Louis Post-Dispatch says it&apos;s "refreshing in its honest opinions." Also included:

more than 454 photographs and over a thousand fun finds and facts. Smartly organized, the

416-page book fits easily in your purse or backpack.Â  Honest insight, helpful detail. A former Walt

Disney World concierge supervisor, Julie Neal freely shares her unique insight, offering hundreds of

inside tips and secrets, while also tossing in an encyclopedic depth of facts and figures that you just

can&apos;t find anywhere else. An award-winning family guide. The Complete Walt Disney World

has won dozens of national and international book awards, including eleven Travel Guide of the

Year honors and an Outstanding Family Product award from Disney itself. Features for families

include a collection of fun ways to involve your children in the planning of your trip and "fear factors"

for scary rides and shows. Children enjoy flipping through the guide&apos;s pages with their

parents, as its abundance of images makes it easy to declare, "Let&apos;s do that!"
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When you visit a country, you buy the guides, language books, and maps. When you visit Walt



Disney World YOU BUY THIS BOOK!As someone with small kids, streamlining and prioritization is

essential when you're in a park the size of Disney Worlds. Sometimes you need to know where

something is immediately or you need to plan a route BEFORE you actually show up. This is the

best thing you can own to actually be able to do it.You will NEVER find this information compiled

anywhere else. There is no stack of pamphlets you can pick up, maps you can buy, or internet

research that compares to how valuable this book is on a Walt Disney World trip. We researched

dozens of websites and forums and each one contained a fraction of what was in this book.For

starters, Walt Disney World is exactly that: a WORLD. It is filled with so many hints, tricks, surprises,

and hidden gems that you need a guide to help you make the most of it. We went to Disney World

without a guide and we kept discovering new things as we were exploring, which was great but at

the same time, we had to do a little backtracking to get the most out of it.This book is separated into

the different parks and then breaks down each park within those chapters. At the front of each park

section, is an overview guide: where to find characters, where to find ATM's and Strollers, what's

parking like, how the park runs when there's inclement weather, etc. Costs for food, which

restaurants are where, ride details (height requirements, etc) and maps are detailed, as well.

There's a separate detailed section on lodging and planning your trip which are invaluable

resources if you decide to go. Costs are broken down, as well as the pros and cons of each place,

key facts,and amenities available.
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